
C HAPT ER s 

"The Unbearable Likeness 
of Being" 

"One can 't believe impossible things. " 

"I daresay you haven't had much practice, " said the 

Q]teen. "When I was your age I always did it for half 

an hour a day. Why, sometimes I've believed as many as 

six impossible things before breakfast. " 

-LEWIS CARROLL, Through the Looking Glass 

"As a rule, " said Holmes, "the more bizarre a thing is 

the less mysterious it proves to be. It is your commonplace, 

featureless crimes which are really puzzling, just as a 

commonplace face is the most difficult to identifY. " 

-SHERLOCK HOLMES 

I 'll never forget the frustration and despair in the voice at the other end 
of the telephone . The call came early one afternoon as I stood over my 
desk, riffling through papers looking for a misplaced letter, and it took 
me a few seconds to register what this man was saying. He introduced 
himself as a former diplomat from Venezuela whose son was suffering 
from a terrible, cruel delusion . Could I help? 

"What sort of delusion? "  I asked. 
His reply and the emotional strain in his voice caught me by surprise . 

"My thirty-year-old son thinks that I am not his father, that I am an 
impostor. He says the same thing about his mother, that we are not his 
real parents ."  He paused to let this sink in. "We just don't know what 
to do or where to go for help . Your name was given to us by a psychiatrist 
in Boston. So far no one has been able to help us, to find a way to make 
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Arthur better."  He was almost in tears . "Dr. Ramachandran, we love 
our son and would go to the ends of the earth to help him. Is there any 
way you could see him?" 

"Of course, I 'll see him," I said. "When can you bring him in? "  
Two days later, Arthur came to our laboratory for the first time i n  what 

would turn into a yearlong study of his condition . He was a good-looking 
fellow, dressed in jeans, a white T-shirt and moccasins . In his mannerisms, 
he was shy and almost childlike, often whispering his answers to questions 
or looking wide-eyed at us. Sometimes I could scarcely hear his voice over 
the background whir of air conditioners and computers . 

The parents explained that Arthur had been in a near-fatal automobile 
accident while he was attending school in Santa Barbara. His head hit 
the windshield with such crushing force that he lay in a coma for three 
weeks, his survival by no means assured. But when he finally awoke and 
began intensive rehabilitative therapy, everyone's hopes soared. Arthur 
gradually learned to talk and walk, recalled the past and seemed, to all 
outward appearances, to be back to normal . He just had this one in
credible delusion about his parents-that they were impostors-and 
nothing could convince him otherwise . 

After a brief conversation to warm things up and put Arthur at ease , 
I asked, "Arthur, who brought you to the hospital ?"  

"That guy in the waiting room," Arthur replied. "He's the old gen
tleman who's been taking care of me ."  

"You mean your father? " 
"No, no, doctor. That guy isn't my father. He just looks like him. 

He's-what do you call it?-an impostor, I guess . But I don't think he 
means any harm."  

"Arthur, why do you think he's an  impostor? What gives you that 
impression?" 

He gave me a patient look-as if  to say, how could I not see the 
obvious-and said, "Yes, he looks exactly like my father but he really 
isn't. He's a nice guy, doctor, but he certainly isn't my father! " 

"But, Arthur, why is this man pretending to be your father? " 
Arthur seemed sad and resigned when he said, "That is what is so 

surprising, doctor. Why should anyone want to pretend to be my father?" 
He looked confused as he searched for a plausible explanation. "Maybe 
my real father employed him to take care of me, paid him some money 
so that he could pay my bills . "  

Later, i n  my office, Arthur's parents added another twist to the mys
tery. Apparently their son did not treat either of them as impostors when 
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they spoke to him over the telephone . He only claimed they were im
postors when they met and spoke face-to-face . This implied that Arthur 
did not have amnesia with regard to his parents and that he was not 
simply "crazy ." For, if that were true, why would he be normal when 
listening to them on the telephone and delusional regarding his parents' 
identities only when he looked at them? 

"It's so upsetting," Arthur's father said. "He recognizes all sorts of peo
ple he knew in the past, including his college roommates, his best friend 
from childhood and his former girlfriends. He doesn't say that any of them 
is an impostor. He seems to have some gripe against his mother and me ."  

I felt deeply sorry for Arthur's parents . We could probe their son's 
brain and try to shed light on his condition-and perhaps comfort them 
with a logical explanation for his curious behavior-but there was scant 
hope for an effective treatment. This sort of neurological condition is 
usually permanent. But I was pleasantly surprised one Saturday morning 
when Arthur's father called me, excited about an idea he'd gotten from 
watching a television program on phantom limbs in which I demon
strated that the brain can be tricked by simply using a mirror. "Dr. 
Ramachandran," he said, "if you can trick a person into thinking that 
his paralyzed phantom can move again, why can't we use a similar trick 
to help Arthur get rid of his delusion? "  

Indeed, why not? The next day, Arthur's father entered his son's bed
room and announced cheerfully, "Arthur, guess what! That man you've 
been living with all these days is an impostor. He really isn't your father. 
You were right all along. So I have sent him away to China. I am your 
real father ." He moved over to Arthur's side and clapped him on the 
shoulder. "It's good to see you, son !"  

Arthur blinked hard at the news but seemed to  accept i t  at face value . 
When he came to our laboratory the next day I said, "Who's that man 
who brought you in today? " 

"That's my real father ." 
"Who was taking care of you last week? " 
"Oh," said Arthur, "that guy has gone back to China. He looks sim

ilar to my father, but he's gone now." 
When I spoke to Arthur's father on the phone later that afternoon, 

he confirmed that Arthur now called him "Father," but that Arthur still 
seemed to feel that something was amiss . "I think he accepts me intel
lectually, doctor, but not emotionally," he said . "When I hug him, 
there's no warmth."  
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Alas, even this intellectual acceptance of his parents did not last. One 
week later Arthur reverted to his original delusion, claiming that the 
impostor had returned. 

Arthur was suffering from Capgras' delusion, one of the rarest and 
most colorful syndromes in neurology . 1  The patient, who is often men
tally quite lucid, comes to regard close acquaintances-usually his par
ents, children, spouse or siblings-as impostors . As Arthur said over and 
over, "That man looks identical to my father but he really isn't my father. 
That woman who claims to be my mother? She's lying. She looks just 
like my mom but it isn't her ." Although such bizarre delusions can crop 
up in psychotic states, over a third of the documented cases of Capgras' 
syndrome have occurred in conjunction with traumatic brain lesions, like 
the head injury that Arthur suffered in his automobile accident. This 
suggests to me that the syndrome has an organic basis . But because a 
majority of Capgras' patients appear to develop this delusion "sponta
neously," they are usually dispatched to psychiatrists , who tend to favor 
a Freudian explanation of the disorder. 

In this view, all of us so-called normal people as children are sexually 
attracted to our parents . Thus every male wants to make love to his 
mother and comes to regard his father as a sexual rival (Oedipus led the 
way),  and every female has lifelong deep-seated sexual obsessions over 
her father ( the Electra complex) .  Although these forbidden feelings be
come fully repressed by adulthood, they remain dormant, like deeply 
buried embers after a fire has been extinguished.  Then, many psychiatrists 
argue, along comes a blow to the head (or some other unrecognized 
release mechanism) and the repressed sexuality toward a mother or father 
comes flaming to the surface . The patient finds himself suddenly and 
inexplicably sexually attracted to his parents and therefore says to himself, 
"My God! If this is my mother, how come I'm attracted to her? " Perhaps 
the only way he can preserve some semblance of sanity is to say to him
self, "This must be some other, strange woman."  Likewise , "I could 
never feel this kind of sexual jealousy toward my real dad, so this man 
must be an impostor."  

This explanation i s  ingenious, as indeed most Freudian explanations 
are, but then I came across a Capgras' patient who had similar delusions 
about his pet poodle : The Fifi before him was an impostor; the real Fifi 
was living in Brooklyn . In my view that case demolished the Freudian 
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explanation for Capgras' syndrome . There may be some latent bestiality 
in all of us, but I suspect this is not Arthur's problem. 

A better approach for studying Capgras' syndrome involves taking a 
closer look at neuroanatomy, specifically at pathways concerned with vi
sual recognition and emotions in the brain . Recall that the temporal lobes 
contain regions that specialize in face and object recognition ( the what 
pathway described in Chapter 4 ) .  We know this because when specific 
portions of the what pathway are damaged, patients lose the ability to 
recognize faces,2 even those of close friends and relatives-as immortal
ized by Oliver Sacks in his book The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a 
Hat. In a normal brain, these face recognition areas (found on both sides 
of the brain ) relay information to the limbic system, found deep in the 
middle of the brain, which then helps generate emotional responses to par
ticular faces (Figure 8 . 1  ) . I may feel love when I see my mother's face, an
ger when I see the face of a boss or a sexual rival or deliberate indifference 
upon seeing the visage of a friend who has betrayed me and has not yet 
earned my forgiveness . In each instance, when I look at the face , my tem
poral cortex recognizes the image-mother, boss, friend-and passes on 
the information to my amygdala (a gateway to the limbic system) to dis
cern the emotional significance of that face. When this activation is then 
relayed to the rest of my limbic system, I start experiencing the nuances of 
emotion-love, anger, disappointment-appropriate to that particular 
face . The actual sequence of events is undoubtedly much more complex, 
but this caricature captures the gist of it. 

After thinking about Arthur's symptoms, it occurred to me that his 
strange behavior might have resulted from a disconnection between these 
two areas (one concerned with recognition and the other with emotions ) .  
Maybe Arthur's face recognition pathway was still completely normal, 
and that was why he could identifY everyone, including his mother and 
father, but the connections between this "face region" and his amygdala 
had been selectively damaged. If that were the case, Arthur would rec
ognize his parents but would not experience any emotions when looking 
at their faces . He would not feel a "warm glow" when looking at his 
beloved mother, so when he sees her he says to himself, "If this is my 
mother, why doesn't her presence make me feel like I'm with my 
mother?" Perhaps his only escape from this dilemma-the only sensible 
interpretation he could make given the peculiar disconnection between 
the two regions of his brain-is to assume that this woman merely re
sembles Mom. She must be an impostor. 3 
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Figure 8 .1  The limbic system is concerned with emotions. It consists of a number 
of nuclei (cell clusters) interconnected by long C -shaped fiber tracts. The amyg
dala-in the front pole of the temporal lobe-receives input from the sensory areas 
and sends messages to the rest of the limbic system to produce emotional arousal. 
Eventually, this activity cascades into the hypothalamus and from there to the au
tonomic nervous system, preparing the animal (or person) for action. 

Now, this is an intriguing idea, but how does one go about testing 
it? As complex as the challenge seems, psychologists have found a rather 

simple way to measure emotional responses to faces, obj ects, scenes and 

events encountered in daily life. To understand how this works, you need 

to know something about the autonomic nervous system-a part of your 

brain that controls the involuntary, seemingly automatic activities of or

gans, blood vessels, glands and many other tissues in your body. When 

you are emotionally aroused-say, by a menacing or sexually alluring 
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face-the information travels from your face recognition region to your 
limbic system and then to a tiny cluster of cells in the hypothalamus, a 
kind of command center for the autonomic nervous system.  Nerve fibers 
extend from the hypothalamus to the heart,  muscles and even other parts 
of the brain, helping to prepare your body to take appropriate action in 
response to that particular face . Whether you are going to fight, flee or 
mate, your blood pressure will rise and your heart will start beating faster 
to deliver more oxygen to your tissues. At the same time, you start sweat
ing, not only to dissipate the heat building up in your muscles but to 
give your sweaty palms a better grip on a tree branch, a weapon or an 
enemy's throat. 

From the experimenter's point of view, your sweaty palms are the most 
important aspect of your emotional response to the threatening face . The 
dampness of your hands is a sure giveaway of how you feel toward that 
person . Moreover, we can measure this reaction very easily by placing 
electrodes on your palm and recording changes in the electrical resistance 
of your skin. ( Called the galvanic skin response or GSR., this simple little 
procedure forms the basis of the famous lie detector test . When you tell 
a fib, your palms sweat ever so slightly. Because damp skin has lower 
electrical resistance than dry skin, the electrodes respond and you are 
caught in the lie . )  For our purposes, every time you look at your mother 
or father, believe it or not, your body begins to sweat imperceptibly and 
your galvanic skin response shoots up as expected. 

So, what happens when Arthur looks at his mother or father? My 
hypothesis predicts that even though he sees them as resembling his 
parents (remember, the face recognition area of his brain is normal ) ,  he 
should not register a change in skin conductance . The disconnection in 
his brain will prevent his palms from sweating. 

With the family's permission, we began testing Arthur on a rainy win
ter day in our basement laboratory on campus . Arthur sat in a comfort
able chair, joking about the weather and how he expected his father's 
car to float away before we finished the morning's experiments . Sipping 
hot tea to take the chill from his bones, Arthur gazed at a video screen 
saver while we affixed two electrodes to his left index finger. Any tiny 
increase in sweat on his finger would change his skin resistance and show 
up as a blip on the screen. 

Next I showed him a sequence of photos of his mother, father and 
grandfather interleaved with pictures of strangers, and I compared his 
galvanic skin responses to that of six college undergraduates who were 
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shown an identical sequence of photos and who served as controls for 
comparison . Before the experiment, subjects were told that they would 
be shown pictures of faces, some of which would be familiar and some 
unfamiliar. After the electrodes were attached, they were shown each 
photograph for two seconds with a fifteen- to twenty-five-second delay 
between pictures so skin conductance could return to baseline . 

In the undergraduates, I found that there was a big jolt in the GSR 
in response to photos of their parents-as expected-but not to pho
tos of strangers. In Arthur, on the other hand, the skin response was 
uniformly low. There was no increased response to his parents, or at 
times there would be a tiny blip on the screen after a long delay, as if 
he were doing a double take . This result provided direct proof that our 
theory was correct. Clearly Arthur was not responding emotionally to 
his parents, and this may be what led to the loss of his galvanic skin 
response . 

But how could we be sure that Arthur was even seeing the faces? 
Maybe his head injury had damaged the cells in the temporal lobes that 
would help him distinguish between faces, resulting in a flat GSR 
whether he looks at his mother or at a stranger. This seemed unlikely, 
however, since he readily acknowledged that the people who took him 
to the hospital-his mother and father-looked like his parents . He also 
had no difficulty in recognizing the faces of famous people like Bill Clio
ton and Albert Einstein . Still, we needed to test his recognition abilities 
more directly . 

To obtain direct proof, I did the obvious thing. I showed Arthur 
sixteen pairs of photographs of strangers, each pair consisting of either 
two slightly different pictures of the same person or snapshots of two 
different people . We asked him, Do the photographs depict the same 
person or not? Putting his nose close to each photo and gazing hard at 
the details, Arthur got fourteen out of sixteen trials correct. 

We were now sure that Arthur had no problem in recognizing faces 
and telling them apart . But could his failure to produce a strong galvanic 
skin response to his parents be part of a more global disturbance in his 
emotional abilities? How could we be certain that the head injury had not 
also damaged his limbic system? Maybe he had no emotions, period. 

This seemed improbable because throughout the months I spent with 
Arthur, he showed a full range of human emotions . He laughed at my 
jokes and offered his own funny stories in return . He expressed frustra
tion, fear and anger, and on rare occasions I saw him cry. Whatever the 
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situation, his emotions were appropriate . Arthur's problem, then, was 
neither his ability to recognize faces nor his ability to experience emo
tions; what was lost was his ability to link the two . 

So far so good, but why is the phenomenon specific to close rela
tives? Why not call the mailman an impostor, since his , too, is a famil
iar face? 

It may be that when any normal person (including Arthur, prior to 
his accident) encounters someone who is emotionally very close to him
a parent, spouse or sibling-he expects an emotional "glow," a warm 
fuzzy feeling, to arise even though it may sometimes be experienced only 
very dimly. The absence of this glow is therefore surprising and Arthur's 
only recourse then is to generate an absurd delusion-to rationalize it 
or to explain it away. On the other hand, when one sees the mailman, 
one doesn't expect a warm glow and consequently there is no incentive 
for Arthur to generate a delusion to explain his lack of "warm fuzzy" 
response . A mailman is simply a mailman (unless the relationship has 
taken an amorous turn) .  

Although the most common delusion among Capgras' patients i s  the 
assertion that a parent is an impostor, even more bizarre examples can 
be found in the older medical literature . Indeed, in a case on record the 
patient was convinced that his stepfather was a robot, proceeded to de
capitate him and opened his skull to look for microchips. Perhaps in this 
patient, the dissociation from emotions was so extreme that he was forced 
into an even more absurd delusion than Arthur's :  that his stepfather was 
not even a human being, but was a mindless android ! 4  

About a year ago, when I gave a lecture on Arthur at  the Veterans 
Administration Hospital in La Jolla, a neurology resident raised an astute 
objection to my theory. What about people who are born with a disease 
in which their amygdalas (the gateway to the limbic system)  calcifY and 
atrophy or those who lose their amygdalas (we each have two of them) 
completely in surgery or through an accident? Such people do exist, but 
they do not develop Capgras' syndrome, even though their GSRs are flat 
to all emotionally evocative stimuli. Likewise, patients with damage to 
their frontal lobes (which receive and process information from the limbic 
system for making elaborate future plans ) also often lack a GSR. Yet they, 
too, do not display Capgras' syndrome . 

Why not? The answer may be that these patients experience a general 
blunting of all their emotional responses and therefore do not have a 
baseline for comparison. Like a purebred Vulcan or Data on Star Trek, 
one could legitimately argue, they don't even know what an emotion is, 
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whereas Capgras' patients like Arthur enjoy a normal emotional life in 
all other respects . 

This idea teaches us an important principle about brain function, 
namely, that all our perceptions-indeed, maybe all aspects of our 
minds-are governed by comparisons and not by absolute values. This 
appears to be true whether you are talking about something as obvious 
as judging the brightness of print in a newspaper or something as subtle 
as detecting a blip in your internal emotional landscape . This is a far
reaching conclusion, and it also helps illustrate the power of our ap
proach-indeed of the whole discipline that now goes by the name 
cognitive neuroscience . You can discover important general principles 
about how the brain works and begin to address deep philosophical ques
tions by doing relatively simple experiments on the right patients . We 
started with a bizarre condition, proposed an outlandish theory, tested 
it in the lab and-in meeting objections to it-learned more about how 
the healthy brain actually works . 

Taking these speculations even further, consider the extraordinary dis
order called Cotard's syndrome, in which a patient will assert that he is 
dead, claiming to smell rotten flesh or worms crawling all over his skin. 
Again, most people , even neurologists , would jump to the conclusion that 
the patient was insane . But that wouldn't explain why the delusion takes 
this highly specific form. I would argue instead that Cotard's is simply an 
exaggerated form of Capgras' syndrome and probably has a similar origin . 
In Capgras' ,  the face recognition area alone is disconnected from the 
amygdala, whereas in Cotard's perhaps all the sensory areas are discon
nected from the limbic system, leading to a complete lack of emotional 
contact with the world. Here is another instance in which an outlandish 
brain disorder that most people regard as a psychiatric problem can be ex
plained in terms of known brain circuitry. And once again, these ideas can 
be tested in the laboratory. I would predict that Cotard's syndrome pa
tients will have a complete loss of GSR for all external stimuli-not just 
faces-and this leaves them stranded on an island of emotional desolation, 
as close as anyone can come to experiencing death . 

Arthur seemed to enjoy his visits to our laboratory. His parents were 
pleased that there was a logical explanation for his predicament, that he 
wasn't just "crazy ." I never revealed the details to Arthur because I 
wasn't sure how he'd react . 

Arthur's father was an intelligent man, and at one point, when Arthur 
wasn't around, he asked me, "If your theory is correct, doctor-if the 
information doesn't get to his amygdala-then how do you explain how 
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he has no problems recognizing us over the phone? Does that make sense 
to you?" 

"Well," I replied, "there is a separate pathway from the auditory cor
tex, the hearing area of the temporal lobes, to the amygdala. One pos
sibility is that this hearing route has not been affected by the accident
only the visual centers have been disconnected from Arthur's amygdala ." 

This conversation got me wondering about the other well-known 
functions of the amygdala and the visual centers that project to it. In 
particular, scientists recording cell responses in the amygdala found that, 
in addition to responding to facial expression and emotions, the cells also 
respond to the direction of eye gaze . For instance, one cell might fire if 
another person is looking directly at you, whereas a neighboring cell will 
fire only if that person's gaze is averted by a fraction of an inch . Still 
other cells fire when the gaze is way off to the left or the right. 

This phenomenon is not surprising, given the important role that gaze 
direction5 plays in primate social communications-the averted gaze of 
guilt, shame or embarrassment; the intense , direct gaze of a lover or the 
threatening stare of an enemy. We tend to forget that emotions, even 
though they are privately experienced, often involve interactions with 
other people and that one way we interact is through eye contact . Given 
the links among gaze direction, familiarity and emotions, I wondered 
whether Arthur's ability to judge the direction of gaze, say, by looking 
at photographs of faces, would be impaired. 

To find out, I prepared a series of images, each showing the same 
model looking either directly at the camera lens or at a point an inch or 
two to the right or left of the lens . Arthur's task was simply to let us 
know whether the model was looking straight at him or not. Whereas 
you or I can detect tiny shifts in gaze with uncanny accuracy, Arthur was 
hopeless at the task. Only when the model's eyes were looking way off 
to one side was he able to discern correctly that she wasn't looking at 
him. 

This finding in itself is interesting but not altogether unexpected, 
given the known role of amygdala and temporal lobes in detecting gaze 
direction. But on the eighth trial of looking at these photos, Arthur did 
something completely unexpected. In his soft, almost apologetic voice, 
he exclaimed that the model's identity had changed. He was now looking 
at a new person ! 

This meant that a mere change in direction of gaze had been sufficient 
to provoke Capgras' delusion . For Arthur, the "second" model was ap
parently a new person who merely resembled the "first ."  


